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Major General Walter L. Stewart Jr., U.S. Army, Retired

[Secretary of the Army] Callaway positively glowed. On 1 July he met 
reporters at the Pentagon and declared the volunteer Army a success. The 
Army had ended fiscal year 1974 with slightly more than 783,000 men and 
women on active duty, approximately 1,400 more than its authorized end 
strength. It achieved that strength by enlisting nearly 200,000 volunteers 
and reenlisting some 58,000 soldiers. 

 —robert K. Griffith Jr.1

In 1974, after just 20 months of experience, the all-volunteer Army 
was declared a success. But this was based solely on recruitment after a 

sustained period of combat had ended and at the beginning of an extended 
period of relatively secure garrison and peacekeeping duty, interspersed by 
short-duration conflicts.2

But can we continue to claim success in 2006 when we consider a U.S. 
population increase of roughly 100 million since 1974, the near doubling of 
the recruiting pool because of the opening of most military occupations to 
females, and deployments that, although dangerous, are not nearly as peril-
ous as previous prolonged conflicts?3 I say we cannot, and I offer as proof 
the continuing modifications of personnel standards and the expansion of 
monetary inducements to achieve the Pyrrhic victory of recruiting 80,000 
to an Active Component strength that resists expansion beyond 500,000, 
with junior officers and enlisted personnel stoically facing one hardship tour 
followed closely by another.

After 3 decades, our national experiment with an all-volunteer force has 
foundered during its first encounter with combat operations that last for an 
extended period of time. And accompanying this turn of events come con-
sequences of even greater proportion: dangers to the viability of our nation 
itself now that it raises its Army in contravention of the lessons of its history 
and that of Western civilization.

In the opening pages of The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, his-
torian Edward Gibbon describes the essential nature of government: “Civil 
governments, in their first institutions, are voluntary associations for mutual 
defense. To obtain the desired end, it is absolutely necessary that each indi-
vidual regard himself obligated to submit his private opinion and actions to 
the judgment of the greater number of his associates.”4

Gibbon knew that armies define nations and that volunteerism in an armed 
service should extend only to the voluntary submission of individual will 
to the collective will. This is a paradox to be examined. At a time in history 
when technology-intensive interstate conflict seems in decline, conflict 
requiring the low-tech actions of the squad and platoon is in ascension. In a 
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tragedy of bad timing, in the 3 decades following 
the Vietnam War, recruitment of American forces 
discounted the human and cultural sciences in 
favor of the impersonal (but predictable) “supply 
and demand” science of markets: “need more, pay 
more. Cannot pay more?—Make do with less, or 
substitute.”

Symbolic confirmation of this “boots on the 
ground” predicament is everywhere. Men and 
women in uniform are treated universally as scarce 
and even iconic commodities; the political or stra-
tegic level of war is compressed, deferentially, into 
the operational and tactical with the ethical and 
moral consequences of sending American youth 
into harm’s way subtly dismissed by statements 
such as, “They are volunteers and want to be there.”5 
Operational commanders who know the scarcity 
and fragility of squads, platoons, and companies 
are unjustly required to make war decisions at the 
theater-force and ultimate victory levels. How did 
we arrive at such a state?

Act in Haste
In 1970, economists Alan Greenspan and Milton 

Friedman joined with other presidential appoin-
tees to officially deny the likelihood of negative 
consequences arising from the national move to 
an all-volunteer force. But these negative conse-
quences are now evident and felt most heavily at 
the operational and tactical levels of war.6 

The great national experiment with an all-volun-
teer military is a failure that awaits truth or tragedy for 
confirmation. It relies on fewer and fewer to bear the 
blood burdens of defense, absolves the many of any 
fiscal, physical, or mental hardships, and, in a dawn-
ing age of asymmetric, non-state, and ascendant-state 
warfare, denies human power in favor of a near 
mystical belief in technology. We marvel at the sight 
and promise of an F-22 Raptor—even as we count 
the carnage caused by decades-old 155-millimeter 
rounds wired with field-expedient detonators and det-
onated by barely trained cultural warriors. Cultural 
war (for example, Western liberalism versus Soviet 
tyranny) requires the mobilization and commitment 
of cultures. Although we know how to do this, we 
lack even the courage for bloodless debate.

On Monday, 4 December 1967, shortly after 
9:30 A.M., Joseph D. Melonson Jr., a descendent 
of slaves, and Jesse B. Stevenson and Richard V. 

Thompson, descendents of America’s move west, 
crossed the stage at Infantry Hall, Fort Benning, 
Georgia, and did what thousands of enlisted sol-
diers did during the Vietnam War: They accepted 
appointment to the rank of second lieutenant, 
infantry branch, U.S. Army. On 3 December, these 
three men were draftees, and on the 4th, commis-
sioned officers—and all three would die in action 
as volunteers in Vietnam. They were not included 
among the 17,725 draftees counted as killed.7

In 1967, in an Army formed by the draft, having 
draftees attend officer candidate school was not 
unusual. Of the 138 candidates commissioned at 
Fort Benning on 4 December 1967, 42 had been 
drafted, and many of the others (had a record been 
kept) would have admitted to having been “draft 
induced.”8 But even as these draftees signed on for 
the hazards of leading platoons in a jungle war, one 
of the most corrupting and consequential distortions 
in American history—the labeling of the Vietnam 
War as “a class war”—entered the public discourse. 
It was alleged that “the vast majority of U.S. con-
scripts who fought in the Vietnam War were plucked 
off the lower rungs of the American socioeconomic 
ladder.”9 Based on anecdotal perceptions rather 
than scientific analysis, this distortion assumed 
the proportions of an urban legend—a legend that 
haunts us now to the point of tactical, operational, 
and strategic failure.

 Conscription and its accompaniment, induce-
ment, proved to be great cultural levelers and force 
providers. Earlier, the power of America’s drafted 
and draft-induced armies defeated fascism and impe-
rialism and maintained the 38th Parallel in Korea. It 
would defeat the north Vietnamese Army and Viet 
Cong in every fight of significance in Vietnam. Army 
professionals at all levels knew how to lead citizen 
Soldiers then. But this aspect of leadership—and 
the combat power that came with it—is now for-
gotten.10 This great cultural and national strength is 
what Greenspan, Friedman, and others were directed 
to justify abandoning—and as dutiful servants to 
presidential authority, they followed orders.

Repent at Leisure
Military history records that strategic shifts and 

battlefield innovations are first felt at the trench 
level of warfare. We need only think of the rifle, its 
range, and the shoulder-to-shoulder line formations 
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it made impractical; the machine gun and improved 
artillery that necessitated armored vehicles; and 
the mass production of inferior weapons that 
overwhelmed the limited production of superior 
ones. All these changes, so deadly to troops on the 
battlefield, resulted from critical decisions made 
far from the action.

 President Richard M. Nixon announced one such 
decision on 27 March 1969: “I have directed [The 
President’s Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed 
Force] to develop a comprehensive plan for elimi-
nating conscription and moving toward an all-vol-
unteer armed force.”11 And now in 2006, we deploy 
junior officers and enlisted men on one hardship tour 
after another, trade unfilled Soldier positions for the 
chimera of technology, and limit the battlefield force 
options of senior field commanders. 

That the Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed 
Force was directed to its conclusions is unargu-
able. Validation of the Commission’s conclusions 
requires not just a period of relative peace but 
a period of sustained combat. We are now in a 
period of sustained combat called Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, and an evaluation of Nixon’s fiat, and its 
operational and tactical impacts, is due.

History records that the decision to move to 
an all-volunteer force, then form a commission 
charged with justifying it, was based on a false 
premise, the myth of class-based “draft inequity,” 
which was formally presented to Nixon in January 
1969, during a meeting in the Oval Office with 
Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh, President, Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, and member of the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights. Hesburgh describes 
the moment and the strategic wheels it placed in 
motion: “The thing I advised [Nixon] was to end 
the war in Vietnam soon. He said he was going to 
do that. Then I recommended giving the vote to 
eighteen-year-olds. Third, I said he should abolish 
the draft, because it was inequitable. Poor blacks 
and Hispanics were being drafted into the Army 
while most whites typically had all kinds of ways 
to beat it. I said we should be moving toward an 
all-volunteer Army . . . two weeks after that, I got 
[a] call . . . from Tom Gates, the former Secretary 
of the navy and a very dear friend of mine. He did 
not ask, he ordered me to join his newly created 
Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force. 
‘This was your bright idea,’ Gates said. ‘You talked 

nixon into it, and now I’m the chairman. So because 
you opened your mouth, I’m putting you on the 
commission.’”12

There you have it: This was the moment of con-
ception of the “they want to be there” military. The 
unscientific and badly off-the-mark conclusions of a 
sincere man of God were instrumental in detaching 
American citizens from the hardships or conse-
quences of military service. The great, republican 
equity of our draft and draft-induced armies was 
abandoned because of a false perception of racial 
and social inequity. By decisions such as these, 
cultures and the armies that sustain them are lost.

Commission Dismissals
To support his policy decision, nixon’s commis-

sioners studied, discussed, pondered, and promptly 
dismissed every one of the following legitimate 
objections to an all-volunteer Army:

● An all-volunteer force will be very costly—so 
costly the nation cannot afford it.

● The all-volunteer force will lack the flexibility 
to expand rapidly in times of crisis.

● An all-volunteer force will undermine patriotism 
by weakening the traditional belief that each citizen 
has a moral responsibility to serve his country.

● The presence of draftees in a mixed force guard 
against the growth of a separate military ethos, 
which could pose a threat to civilian authority, our 
freedom, and our democratic institutions.

● The higher pay required for a voluntary force 
will be especially appealing to blacks who have 
relatively poorer civilian opportunities. This, com-
bined with higher reenlistment rates for blacks, will 
mean that a disproportionate number of them will 
be in military service. White enlistments and re-
enlistments might decline, leading to an all-black 
enlisted force. U.S. racial tensions would grow 
because of white apprehension at this development 

The great, republican 
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and black resentment at bearing an undue share of 
the burden of defense. At the same time, some of the 
most qualified blacks would be in the military—not 
in the community where their talents are needed.

● Those joining an all-volunteer force will be 
men from the lowest economic classes, motivated 
primarily by monetary rewards rather than patrio-
tism. An all-volunteer force will be manned, in 
effect, by mercenaries.

● An all-volunteer force would stimulate foreign 
military adventures, foster an irresponsible foreign 
policy, and lessen civilian concern about the use of 
military forces.

● A voluntary force will be less effective 
because not enough highly qualified youths will 
enlist and pursue military careers. As the quality 
of servicemen declines, the prestige and dignity of 
the services will also decline and further intensify 
recruiting problems. 

● The defense budget will not be increased to 
provide for an all-volunteer force, and the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) will have to cut back 
expenditures in other areas. Even if additional funds 
are provided initially, competing demands will, 
over the long term, force DOD to absorb the added 
budgetary expense of an all-volunteer force. The 
result could be serious deterioration of the nation’s 
overall military posture.13

The Rebuttal of History
The concerns nixon’s commissioners dis-

missed—erosion of civilian control, reliance on the 
economic underclass, racial imbalance, isolation of 
a professional military, shared sacrifice, military 
adventurism, force expandability and affordabil-
ity—appear often in contemporary debate and the 
warnings of history: 

● Pericles, military commander of ancient 
Athens, weighed in on shared sacrifice and military 
adventurism: “For it is impossible for a man to put 
forward fair and honest views about our affairs 
[of war] if he has not, like everyone else, children 
whose lives may be at stake.”14

● James Madison, a colonel of the Virginia militia 
and author of much of the U.S. Constitution, called 
a conscript-based force (in this case, compulsory 
militia) into action to enforce the laws, and said 
of volunteerism in general: “There never was a 
government without force. What is the meaning of 

government? An institution to make people do their 
duty. A government leaving it to a man to do his 
duty, or not, as he pleases, would be a new species 
of government, or rather no government at all.”15

● President George Washington, a field com-
mander of militiamen, testified to the republican 
virtue of shared risk and willing sacrifice of Ameri-
cans standing in the ranks together: “It has been a 
spectacle, displaying to the highest advantage, the 
value of Republican Government, to behold the 
most and least wealthy of our citizens standing in 
the same ranks as private soldiers; pre-eminently 
distinguished by being the army of the constitution; 
undeterred by a march of three hundred miles over 
rugged mountains, by the approach of an inclement 
season, or by any other discouragement.”16

● Thomas Jefferson advised Secretary of War 
James Monroe to prepare for “interminable war”: 
“To this end we should put our house in order, by 
providing men and money to indefinite extent. The 
former may be done by classing our militia, and 
assigning each class to the description of duties 
for which it is fit. It is nonsense to talk of regulars. 
They are not to be had among a people so easy and 
happy at home as ours. We might as well rely on 
calling down an army of angels from heaven.”17

● Rudyard Kipling, poet and sociologist, foresaw 
the “Great Society” impact of a disconnected post-
Vietnam War America, its effect in ever-declining 
inclinations to military service, and the approaching 
point of no return (perhaps we are already past it) 
in our ability to deter rising “foemen”: 

Swiftly [they] pulled down the walls  
that their fathers had made them,
The impregnable ramparts of old,  
they razed and relaid them, 
As playgrounds of pleasure and leisure,  
with limitless entries,
And havens of rest for the wastrels  
where once walked the sentries;
And because there was need of more  
pay for the shouters and marchers,
They disbanded in face of their foemen  
their yeomen and archers.18

● General Bruce Palmer Jr., Vice Chief of Staff of 
the Army from August 1968 to June 1972, reflects 
the position of senior Army leadership at the time of 
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conversion to an all-volunteer force and the nixon 
administration pressure to “get aboard.” Palmer 
said: “Philosophically I guess none of us ([General 
William] Westmoreland or Palmer) really agreed 
with the (all-volunteer force) idea because we felt 
that the citizen-soldier idea was the responsibility 
of everybody . . . the philosophic aspects of it, I 
didn’t agree with. But it was clear to us that at the 
beginning of the nixon Administration the draft 
would go out completely . . . and soon. [Secretary 
of Defense] Mr. [Melvin] Laird told the Joint Chiefs 
one day that that was a firm decision of the Presi-
dent. That was early [19]69. Mr. Laird didn’t agree 
with it. He thought the country couldn’t afford it. 
He predicted that eventually we would have to go 
back to a draft because of the cost of the volunteer 
force, and he is probably right . . . But that was the 
President’s decision and Laird expected everybody 
to get aboard.”19

● General John Keane, Vice Chief of Staff of 
the Army, 8 March 2001: “There are no guarantees 
that the all-volunteer force will continue to serve 
the needs of the Army.”20

● Charles Moskos, a draftee and professor 
emeritus at northwestern University, comments 
on lowering personnel standards and increasing 
monetary outlays to pursue fewer and fewer willing 
recruits: “Without conscription, what will happen? 
We will see, as is already happening, a lowering 
of military entrance standards. And, as is already 
occurring, there will be an exponential increase in 
enlistment bonuses. And we can expect new policies 
to recruit non-Americans into our armed forces. 
Recruits in the all-volunteer force are three times 
more costly—in constant dollars—than draftees. 
The erosion of the citizen soldier has made for a 
career force that’s top heavy. The Pentagon now 

owes its Soldiers $654 billion in future retirement 
benefits that it cannot pay.”21

Resetting the Force
In spite of the patriotism and sacrifice of our men 

and women in uniform, a national military policy built 
on a false supposition will—like a line of horse cav-
alry that has outlived its usefulness but not the heart’s 
expectation—fail at the most critical of moments. 
The national decision to move to an all-volunteer 
force, built on the falsity of draft inequity, is this line 
of cavalry—a line barely able to sustain combat in 
Southwest Asia, let alone expand to the East.

To preclude cataclysmic failure, we must return 
to an army that sustained itself during 17 years of 
cold war combat in Korea and Vietnam, suffered 
over 94,000 killed in the process, deterred the Soviet 
Union to the point of collapse, and maintained its 
morale and courage at the tactical level of war until 
overwhelmed by policy failure at the strategic level.22 
This army was a draft-induced army, and there is a 
politically palatable way to have it back, but we must 
first counter the falsities that caused its loss.

In a Wall Street Journal article on 10 January 
2003, former Secretary of Defense Caspar W. 
Weinberger—calling on his enlisted and junior 
officer experience in World War II to advise against 
a return to a draft—makes a blatantly ill-informed 
observation: “There was no doubt in anyone’s 
mind that volunteers were far more effective than 
draftees and eager to train and fight.” If we are to 
take Weinberger’s observation at face value, one 
wonders how the United States prevailed over 
Nazi tyranny and Japanese imperialism, because 
in World War II, 93 percent of Army personnel 
were draftees.23 And considering young Weinberger 
held low-ranking soldier positions—positions and 
ranks nearest the draftee—one wonders where he 
observed the voluntary 7 percent of the Army that 
was “more effective . . . and eager to train and fight.” 
The legitimacy of Weinberger’s argument collapses 
under cursory review, but it joins with equally 
fallacious “draft inequity” arguments to underpin 
a policy blunder that has our nation reeling, and 
enemies more powerful than the 10,000 terrorists 
in Iraq biding their time and salivating. 24

The March 2003 VFW Magazine summarizes 
the service and sacrifice of the Vietnam era draftee: 
During the Vietnam era, 1,728,344 men were 

For it is impossible for a 
man to put forward fair and 

honest views about our 
affairs [of war] if he has not, 
like everyone else, children 

whose lives may be at stake.
—Pericles
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drafted. Of the forces who actu-
ally served in Vietnam, 648,500 
(25 percent) were draftees. 
Draftees (17,725) accounted for 
30.4 percent of combat deaths 
in Vietnam.

Other than lending credence 
to former British Prime Minis-
ter James Callaghan’s observa-
tion that “a lie can be half-way 
round the world before the 
truth has got its boots on,” 
anti-draft arguments (such as 
that put forth by Weinberger) 
are without merit. But as myth, 
they did meld with “class war” 
falsities to demean the record 
of the Vietnam-era Army in 
its entirety, and the men and 
women who formed it, indi-
vidually.25 These Soldiers were 
the sons and daughters of the 
World War II generation, and to believe that the 
Army they formed was consumed by rampant drug 
use, open racial tension, and general indiscipline 
is to believe that this is how the “Greatest Gen-
eration” raised their children.26 Yes, leaders in the 
Vietnam-era Army had to deal with drugs and other 
Soldier failings—just as leaders in our present Army 
must—but negative factors then were no more 
consumptive than they are now, and one can only 
speculate whether a volunteer army—abandoned 
during a decade-long war and after suffering more 
than 50,000 killed—would do any better.27 I say it 
would not—a conclusion I make by measuring the 
actions now being taken to sustain our Army during 
the Global War on Terrorism.

Now is the time to fix a horrendous national 
mistake by returning to the just and awesome 
deterrent power of a draft-induced military. (Time 
is short because only a dreamer could imagine 
an army sustaining itself in war against tens-of-
thousands when it can barely sustain itself in war 
against a few thousand terrorists.) A politically 
palatable way exists to return to the draft. But 
first we must dispel another false notion—that, 
collectively and historically, the draft has only 
served this country for a few years. This notion 
ignores the compelled-service nature of colonial 

and state militias and decades of service under the 
command of colonial and state governors. During 
much of American history, compulsory militia ser-
vice was a fact of life. It militarized U.S. culture in 
a way that was non-threatening to the Homeland, 
but quite threatening to potential enemies. The 
militia’s existence and inducement effects were 
critical to rapidly forming regular forces during 
times of war. Army Rangers take their name from 
militia “ranging units” that countered French and 
Indian depredations. The English colonists and the 
rifle companies that joined New England militias 
at Boston in 1775 to form the United States Army 
found their recruiting base in the militia organiza-
tions of frontier America.28

The nation can follow this precedent. It can 
“draft” for the regulated militias of the states—the 
National Guards. A draft for Guard service will find 
political support, if done in conjunction with a reor-
ganization of the Reserve Components. The Army 
Reserve should transfer its troop-unit programs to 
the Army national Guard; the Air national Guard to 
the Air Force Reserve; and the Chief of the national 
Guard Bureau must be elevated to four-star rank, 
made a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
designated as commander of northern Command.

The political will to see these things through 

Paratroopers of the 1st Battalion, 173d Airborne Brigade move off a muddy land-
ing zone in the Vietnam jungles near Phuoc Tuy Province while on a search and 
destroy mission, 1966. Of the forces who actually served in Vietnam, 648,500 (25 
percent) were draftees.
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will come from the governors of the states, 50 
commanders in chief who will gain troop units that 
lend themselves to state contingencies (absent Posse 
Comitatus prohibitions, of course) in exchange for 
fighter, tanker, and air cargo units that do not. No 
general officer, adjutant general, Soldier, or Airman 
will lose his or her position. Reserve forces avail-
able for federal service will be unchanged; the 
inducement effect of the draft, as it always has, will 
sustain regular forces; and the patriotic appeal of 
drafting for homeland defense and contingencies 
will fill draft calls with willing youth.

These things are possible; events have proven that 
sustaining the all-volunteer force is not. And it is 
overstretched junior leaders who must find the will 

to vocal advocacy, because years ago, senior lead-
ers were ordered “aboard” and know there is only 
one way off.29 If they find the will to do so, young 
officers will once again command Washington’s 
“army of the constitution,” and our Republic will 
avoid history’s condemnation.

Let us hope that Edward Gibbon would not be 
able to say to us: “In the purer ages of the common-
wealth, the use of arms was reserved for those ranks 
of citizens who had a country to love, a property to 
defend, and some share in enacting those laws, which 
it was their interest, as well as duty, to maintain. 
But in proportion as the public freedom was lost in 
extent of conquest, war was gradually improved into  
an art, and degraded into a trade.”30 MR 
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